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"After-death communications," or "ADCs, " occur when someone is contacted spontaneously and

directly by a deceased family member or friend, without the help of any medium. The authors'

research shows that these spiritual experiences offer hope, love, and comfort for thousands of

people. Included are more than 350 first-hand accounts of those whose lives have been changed

and even protected by messages or signs from the deceased.
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Bill Guggenheim and Judy Guggenheim interviewed more than 2,000 people to find firsthand

accounts that met their strict criteria for spontaneous after-death communication (ADC). Hello from

Heaven! is a trove of this firsthand data, but the Guggenheims' interpretations of it are what reveal

the impact that such radical experiences have on the living. It's a scientific look at ADC for the

curious or the skeptic and an inspirational work for anyone seeking comfort in the wake of a loved

one's departure. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

"After-death communications," or "ADCs," occur when someone is contacted "spontaneously and

"directly by a deceased family member or friend, without the help of any medium. The authors'

research shows that these spiritual experiences offer hope, love, and comfort for thousands of

people. Included are more than 350 first-hand accounts of those whose lives have been changed

and even protected by messages or signs from the deceased.



This book is really a interesting and educational book. I especially liked the one section where a

loved one came through and said, "There is nothing to fear on Earth. We are always surrounded by

loving spirit." I thank the author for writing it.

This book was so uplifting. I have great faith in God, however, having lost my son recently, my

profound grief has brought me to some very dark places. This book has definently brought me

comfort.

I buy this book in bulk and give to people who are grieving the loss of a loved one. One of the first I

read after my son's suicide. It's such a great book! Will order over and over as gifts!

I downloaded this book to help me understand about after death communication,and all about the

after life,this book was very incisive,and inspirational and it explains everything you need to

know,would differently more books from this author

Bought two one for me and one for a friend. We both enjoyed reading that this verified what has

happened to each of usSeeing our loved ones in our dreams, and as we came out of sleep. I myself

heard my husband call my name and It woke me up.

If you are very open to the concept that we can communicate with those who have passed and left

this Earth, you will enjoy this book. Some of the stories really sound pretty far-fetched, but if even

one of them is true, and I believe it is, then it truly is worth reading.

Guggenheim has done a great service by doing a thorough job of collecting evidence of life after

earthly death. I couldn't put the book down until I finished it.I think this book will be a best seller. It

answers everybody's question about what happens after we die.

Fascinating book. A result of rigorous criteria in selecting experiences. For anyone who has lost a

loved one an enormous comfort without needing a leap of faith . I encourage anyone to read it and

make their own conclusions. A collection of experiences without judgement or mysticism
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